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Abstract52

Using data alone, without knowledge of underlying physical models, nonlin-53

ear discrete time regional forecasting dynamical rules are constructed employ-54

ing well tested methods from applied mathematics and nonlinear dynamics.55

Observations of environmental variables such as wind velocity, temperature,56

pressure, etc allow the development of forecasting rules that predict the fu-57

ture of these variables only. A regional set of observations with appropriate58

sensors allows one to forgo standard considerations of spatial resolution and59

uncertainties in the properties of detailed physical models. Present global60

or regional models require specification of details of physical processes glob-61

ally or regionally, and the ensuing, often heavy, computational requirements62

provide information of the time variation of many quantities not of interest63

locally. In this paper we formulate the construction of data driven forecast-64

ing (DDF) models of geophysical processes and demonstrate how this works65

within the familiar example of a ‘global’ model of shallow water flow on a66

mid-latitude β plane. A sub-region, where observations are made, of the67

global flow is selected. A discrete time dynamical forecasting system is con-68

structed from these observations. DDF forecasting accurately predicts the69

future of observed variables.70
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1 Introduction71

In geophysical models for global and regional weather or climate forecasting,72

solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations, expressing conservation of mass,73

and momentum, are accompanied by a thermodynamic equation describing74

energy conservation. An equation of state relating the thermodynamic state75

variables to each other is required as are further parameterizations to repre-76

sent unresolved Physics below the model grid scale. Cloud moisture dynamics77

is a critical example of the latter.78

Numerical solutions for these partial differential equations (PDEs) using,79

for example, a finite difference method Press et al. (2007); Olver (2020) lead80

to formulations with a very large number of ordinary differential equations81

(ODEs) at a global set of spatial grid points. In global models the number of82

these degrees of freedom (ODEs) may range from 108 to 1010 while for regional83

models this may still be large, say 106 to 107. Even then the resolution of84

the largest operational GCMs is today about 9 km in the horizontal Stevens85

et al. (2019). Models with scales down to 1.4 km are being developed and86

tested Wedi et al. (2020), and the computational challenges grow as these87

are realized.88

If one’s interest is in forecasting the weather or climate only in a selected89

region, another point of view may be employed. This builds the relevant90

dynamics using only observations of the state variables (pressure, velocities,91

temperatures, ...) one wishes to forecast. Knowledge of the forcing of the92

system at the location of the observations is required, but this is already93

estimated in the formulation of the global models Roeckner et al. (2003);94

Staff (2021).95

Working from data alone avoids uncertainties in initial conditions for the96

ODEs, uncertain physical features of the models and their boundary condi-97

tions, and the like. It also circumvents the growing computational complexity98

as the spatial resolution of big models is increased.99

Not surprisingly, one loses something in a formulation that bypasses100

knowledge of the fundamental physical dynamical equations of the problem.101

At the same time the computations for forecasting observables only is enor-102

mously simplified compared to calculating a full set of physical properties in103

a region or globally.104

The subject of this paper is a method, which we call Data Driven Fore-105

casting (DDF). It is a combination of applied mathematical tools that were106

well developed some time ago Hardy (1971); Micchelli (1986); Broomhead107
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and Lowe (1988); Schaback (1995); M. D. J. (2002); Buhmann (2009) with108

the essential Physics of how one can learn properties of nonlinear dynami-109

cal systems through observations of a subset of the dynamical variables of110

that system Takens (1981); Eckmann and Ruelle (1985); Sauer et al. (1991);111

Abarbanel (1996); Kantz and Schreiber (2004).112

1.1 Recent Work in Using Machine Learning Methods113

in Weather and Climate Modeling114

The interest in using data driven modeling in earth systems problems is115

both intense and productive. It is well documented in a recent theme issue116

of the Proceedings of the Royal Society A entitled “Machine Learning for117

weather and climate modeling” (The articles can be accessed directly at118

www.bit.ly/TransA-2194) Chantry et al. (2021)119

Efforts are directed toward replacing large numerical weather forecast-120

ing GCMs with data trained networks (machine learning or ML) Shi et al.121

(2015) Comrie (1997) Krasnopolsky et al. (2002) Geer (2021) Dueben and122

Bauer (2018). While there is success in these investigations, there remains123

hesitancy in the climate and weather forecasting community to openly ac-124

cept these methods as they are viewed as black boxes that have tenuous125

relation to the physics that they model other than the data that is provided126

to them Schultz et al. (2021). It is for reasons like this that there have been ef-127

forts in ML research to investigate methods with a large focus on the efficacy128

and trustworthiness of ML tools Mackowiak et al. (2021) Huang et al. (2020).129

The ML community in weather forecasting have gone an additional step fur-130

ther by implementing hybrid models that are machine learning devices that131

include physical constraints in some form Wandel et al. (2020) Grover et al.132

(2015) Daw et al. (2017). There have been studies showing that weather133

forecasting tools that account for physical constraints (typically in their loss134

functions) show improvement over ML tools that utilize restricted knowl-135

edge of the underlying physics Kashinath et al. (2021). In summary, there136

is both an interest and benefit to the hybridization of physics and ML mod-137

els Watson-Parris (2021); Brajard et al. (2021).138

In this paper we follow a complementary but different path in realizing139

nonlinear, dynamical forecasting rules based on observed data alone. We140

call it data driven forecasting or DDF. We argue that the DDF modeling141

strategy we descibe in this paper embodies the hybridization of physics and142
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ML in a way not typically performed to reap the forecasting benefits while143

maintaining a high degree of transparency in how it actually operates.144

DDF as will be shown in its formulation and explicitly in a simple, fa-145

miliar geophysical model incorporates both the physics of the underlying146

model and ML tools to create an update rule for forecasting. Unlike many147

hybridization ML models, it does not enforce a physics constraint in its train-148

ing function. The training of the ML model proceeds as standard regularized149

ridge regression. The update rule for DDF is a sum of radial basis functions150

and physically inspired terms which include, but are not limited to, forcing151

terms and polynomial variables in the original model. The separation of the152

forcing of the intrinsic geophysical fluid dynamics is both a feature of the153

underlying fluid dynamical equations and makes testing of the generalization154

to innovative forcing straightforward.155

As we use DDF in this paper, a subset of the degrees of freedom of a156

‘global’ model, which for purposes of illustration and simplicity is taken as157

a one layer shallow water flow on a β-plane, are considered observed. Then158

using the familiar method of time delay embedding Takens (1981); Abarbanel159

(1996), we introduce the physics of the global flow into the regional forecast.160

It is clear that this paper represents a proof of principle in using DDF and161

addressing how the method scales to large, increasingly realistic models is162

still to be accomplished. In using the DDF forecasting formulation on field163

data there is a requirement for comparison of computational complexity to164

mainstream GCMs that is an important part of continuing work.165

1.2 Plan for this Paper166

1. To begin we describe the DDF method and its forecasting goals in167

the context of a simple fluid dynamics problem of geophysical interest:168

shallow water flow (SWE) Jiang et al. (1994); Pedlosky (1986); Vallis169

(2017).170

2. The discussion of the SWE example illustrates the key ideas in a con-171

crete example and provides us the basis for a general consideration of172

the problem of learning from observations alone how to forecast the173

future development of those observations.174

3. We then return to the SWE example to show explicitly how the DDF175

method is implemented and performs.176
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4. A Summary and Discussion completes the main body of the paper.177

5. An Appendix contains many of the details describing how one estimates178

the parameters in a DDF model. The discussion is more general than179

the simple geophysical examples in the body of the paper and may be180

widely useful beyond this paper.181

2 Shallow Water Flow on a β plane used to182

illustrate DDF183

To illustrate the main ideas in this paper we begin with a familiar example184

which, though simple, illustrates the ideas in a useful context. The example185

is shallow water flow on a β plane, and this is introduced as the global model186

of a geophysical flow. This is two dimensional flow with state or dynamical187

variables of velocities in the x and y direction and the height of the fluid:188

{v1(r, t), v2(r.t), ζ(r, t)} = {u(r, t), v(r, t), ζ(r, t)}. r = [r1, r2] = [x, y]. The189

partial differential equations of shallow water flow are solved on a two dimen-190

sional global grid in a finite difference approximation for the state variables191

{v1(i, j, t), v2(i, j, t), ζ(i, j, t)} with the integers (i, j) denoting locations on192

the grid.193

We then select a subgrid as the region where we record observations of194

the state variables {v1(I, J, t), v2(I, J, t), ζ(I, J, t)} with the integers (I, J)195

denoting locations on the regional subgrid.196

In this paper we address how data from these regional measurements197

alone, without knowledge of the underlying dynamical equations or knowl-198

edge of the states of the global system outside the subgrid, can allow us to199

forecast the states of the regional variables {v1(I, J, t), v2(I, J, t), ζ(I, J, t)}.200

In applying the methods developed here one needs only measurements201

of the state variables we wish to forecast at selected spatial locations in a202

sub-region. There is no ‘grid’ where we must place the sensors for the desired203

observations.204

We do not require information about the state of the system outside the205

region. The forcing of the fluid in the selected region is required. That is206

already in the global formulation of the problem Roeckner et al. (2003); Staff207

(2021).208
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2.1 Fluid Equations on a Grid; The Global Model209

We initiate our considerations with the one layer Shallow Water Equations210

(SWE) on a mid-latitude β plane Jiang et al. (1994); Pedlosky (1986); Vallis211

(2017). The plane has coordinates r = {r1, r2} = {x, y}, and the dynamical212

variables of the flow are the velocities in the x and the y directions {v1(r, t) =213

u(r, t), v2(r, t) = v(r, t)} and the fluid height ζ(r, t). ∇⊥ = ( ∂
∂r1

, ∂
∂r2

).214

The SWE take the form215

∂ζ(r, t)

∂t
+∇⊥(ζ(r, t)v(r, t)) = 0

∂v(r, t)

∂t
+ v(r, t) · ∇⊥v(r, t) + f(r)ẑ × v(r, t) = −g∇⊥ζ(r, t))

+A∇2
⊥v(r, t)− ϵv(r, t) + F(r, t). (1)

The pressure is given by the hydrostatic relation p(r, z, t) = gρ(ζ(r, t) −216

z); p(r, ζ(r, t), t) = 0. Body forces driving the fluid are F(r, t) = [F1(r, t),F2(r, t)].217

We solve the SWE on a nx×ny grid {r1 = r10 + i∆x, r2 = r20 +j∆y}; i =218

0, 1, ..., nx − 1; j = 0, 1, ..., ny − 1 using, for example, periodic boundary219

conditions220

v(0, y, t) = v(Lx, y, t); u(x, 0, t) = u(x, Ly, t); Lx = nx∆x; Ly = ny∆y. (2)

The fluid density is constant and chosen to be ρ = 1kg/m3. f(r) =221

f0+βr2 is the local rotation of the earth, A is an effective kinematic viscosity,222

ϵ is a Rayleigh friction coefficient.223

The solution on this grid comprises our global dynamics. There are DG =224

3(nx × ny) ODEs for the states S(i, j, t) = {v1(i, j, t), v2(i, j, t), ζ(i, j, t)}:225

dS(i, j, t)

dt
= Fi,j(S(i, j, t), θ) + [F(i, j, t), 0]. (3)

θ are fixed parameters in the global system. Fi,j(S, θ) is the vector field of226

the DG (global) nonlinear differential equations for the shallow water flow.227

2.2 Dynamics on a Subgrid; The Regional Model228

Next select a subgrid, our region, where we make measurements. The loca-229

tions in the observation region are denoted by R = R0 + {R10 + I∆r1, R20 +230

J∆r2}; I = 0, 1, 2, ..., Nx− 1, J = 0, 1, 2, ..., Ny − 1}; Nx ≤ nx, Ny ≤ ny. It is231
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in this region that we collect observations at a subset of the full complement232

of state variables S(r, t).233

These observations are O(R, t) = O(I, J, t) = {v1(I, J, t), v2(I, J, t), ζ(I, J, t)}234

which satisfy235

dO(R, t)

dt
= FR(S(r, t), θ) + [F(R, t), 0],

dO(I, J, t)

dt
= FI,J(S(i, j, t), θ) + [F(I, J, t), 0] (4)

The number of regional observed variables is DR = 3(Nx × Ny) ≤ DG.236

FR(S(r, t), θ) = FI,J(S, θ) is the (global) vector field restricted to the region237

R. It is a function of the states of the global dynamics S(i, j, t).238

Using data from observations on the O(R, t), without knowledge of the239

vector field FI,J(S(i, j, t), θ), we want to construct a discrete time dynamical240

rule which takes O(R, t) forward in time; O(R, t) → O(R, t+∆t) = O(R, t+241

h). This discrete time dynamical map is our forecasting system for the region.242

Observations are made at NO times tn = t0 + nh; n = 0, 1, ..., NO − 1243

giving us O(R, tn) = O(R, n) at all those times. These observations form a244

trajectory in DR ≤ DG dimensional space. We are interested in the situation245

where DR < DG, giving us observations in a subregion of the global dynam-246

ics. For purposes of explaining the steps in the construction of a regional247

forecasting system we will first consider the case DR = DG. A return to248

DR < DG will follow that discussion.249

Now we integrate the regional dynamical equation Eq. (4) over the in-250

terval [tn, tn + h] = [tn, tn+1]. This gives us the flow of the DR dimensional251

dynamical system which we find to be252

O(R, tn + h) = O(R, n + 1) = O(R, n)

+

∫ tn+h

tn

dt′
{

FR(S(r, t′), θ) + [F(R, t′), 0]

}
, (5)

As we do not know the vector field FI,J(S(r, t), θ), we must represent253

the integral over it in some manner. The integral over the external forces on254

the fluid in the subregion, R, [F(R, t), 0] we can approximate, because, to255

solve the original global problem, we were required to specify how the fluid256

was driven both regionally and globally Roeckner et al. (2003); Staff (2021).257

The forcing of the fluid is an aspect of the flow that is not intrinsic to the258
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fluid properties themselves, and it is important to observe that this external259

forcing is additive. Essentially these are just Newton’s equations of motion.260

Using whatever approximation to the integral over FI,J(S(r, t′), θ) one261

wishes Olver (2017) that establishes it as dependent on S(r, t), so the re-262

sulting dynamical rule for moving forward in time is explicit, we arrive at a263

representation of the flow as the discrete time map (1 ≤ i ≤ nx, 1 ≤ j ≤ ny :264

1 ≤ I ≤ Nx ≤ nx, 1 ≤ J ≤ Ny ≤ ny.)265

O(I, J, n + 1) = O(I, J, n) + f I,J(S(i, j, , n),χ)

+
h

2

[
[F(I, J, n), 0] + [F(I, J, n + 1), 0]

]
. (6)

Although we do not use it in our construction of DDF models, we could266

have chosen Equation (6) to have S(i, j, n + 1) on the right hand side as we267

represent the integral over the vector field FI,J(S(i, j, t) in Equation (5) Olver268

(2017). The dynamical discrete time map would them be implicit and using269

it would require the solution of a nonlinear problem at each step.270

The trapezoidal rule was used to approximate the integral over the known271

forces which should be quite adequate as the measurements are known only at272

intervals of size h. The χ are constants to be estimated in the representation273

of the flow of the discrete time dynamics. We call f I,J(S(i, j, n),χ) the vector274

field of the discrete time flow restricted to the regional variables.275

2.3 Proceeding in Two Steps276

As noted earlier, we proceed now in two steps:277

1. First we select DR = DG putting us in the situation where we observe278

all components of the global dynamics, but in which we do not know279

the equations of these global dynamics but only have the data.280

2. Second we move to the case of interest in this paper when DR < DG281

where we are also required to find a way to introduce information about282

the global dynamical flow into our rule O(R, t) → O(R, t+∆t), Equa-283

tion (6).284

2.3.1 First Step, DR = DG; Introducing Radial Basis Functions285

This is the case where we observe all of the global set of state variables S(r, n).286

This is not of central interest to us, but it is nonetheless very instructive for287
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Parameter Symbol Value
Fluid Density ρ 1 kg/m3

Coriolis Parameter f0 + βy f0 = 10−51/s
β = 10−121/m s

Effective Viscosity A 100 m2/s
Rayleigh friction ϵ 10−8 1/s

Gravity g 9.8 m/s2

Time Step h 6 min
Resting Fluid Depth H0 50 m

Grid Resolution ∆x = ∆y 100 km
Domain Extent Lx = nx∆x; Ly = ny∆y
Body Forcing [F1(r, t),F2(r, t)] [F1(r, t), 0] m/s2

F1(r, t) = −F0 cos(2πy
Ly

) F0 = 10−5m/s2

Number of Centers Nc 1000

Table 1: Table of Parameters and Symbols in the shallow water flow. For
the RBF representation we have additional parameters χ used in the solution
to the DDF flow vector field. These depend on the particular problem, e.g.
which subregion one selects. The χ include the RBF Shape Factor, σ, the
time Time Delay τ = Thh; (Th = integer), the Embedding Dimension, DE,
and the Tikhonov Regularization Parameter, B. We have used Nc = 1000.
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making our next step.288

The discrete time dynamics appears in this instance as289

S(i, j, n + 1) = S(i, j, n) + f i,j(S(r, n),χ)

+
h

2

[
[F(r, n), 0] + [F(r, n + 1), 0]

]
, (7)

and we need a representation of the discrete time vector field f i,j(S(i, j, n),χ)290

of the flow.291

This flow vector field f(S,χ) is a set of DG functions on the S ∈ RDG .292

There are many ways to represent such functions of many variables. We can293

think of the observed samples as points of information about a distribution294

f(S,χ) and ask that the representation give us an interpolating function295

among the observed point locations S(r, tn) = S(r, n).296

We select a method of representing this function using radial basis func-297

tions (RBFs) Hardy (1971); Micchelli (1986); Broomhead and Lowe (1988);298

Schaback (1995); M. D. J. (2002); Buhmann (2009). In using this method299

we use a K-means clustering algorithm Du and Swamy (2006) to select Nc of300

all the NO observed locations in S space. These are called centers. The flow301

vector field is then given in components by302

fa(S,χ) =
K∑

k=1

cakpk(S) +
Nc∑

q=1

waqψ((S− S(q))2, σ), a = 1, 2, ..., DG (8)

In this pk(S) is a polynomial of degree k. The radial basis functions303

ψ((S− S(q))2, σ) are sensitive to the distribution samples, the centers S(q),304

over a range σ.305

There are a multitude of choices for the RBF ψ((S − S(q))2, σ), and we306

have investigated the use of two. The Gaussian307

ψG((S− S(q))2, σ) = exp[−R(S− S(q))2]; R =
1

2σ2
, (9)

and the multiquadric of Hardy Hardy (1971)308

ψMQ((S− S(q))2, σ) =
√

(S− S(q))2 + σ2. (10)

The constants χ = {cak, waq} are determined by the linear algebra prob-309
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lem310

S(n + 1) = S(n) +
K∑

k=1

cakpk(S(n)) +
Nc∑

q=1

waqψ((S(n)− S(q))2, σ)

+
h

2

[
[F(r, n), 0] + [F(r, n + 1), 0]

]
, (11)

for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., NO − 1 and a = 1, 2, ..., DG.311

2.3.2 Second Step, DR < DG; Utilizing Time Delay Embedding312

Turning back to the question of developing a dynamical map for the regional313

subset O(R, n) of our dynamical variables, we see that the observations are a314

projection from dimension DG → DR < DG. To proceed we require a space315

of state variables equivalent to the full state space of the S(r, t), so we must316

‘unproject’ the O(R, t) to a space equivalent to S(r, t).317

A dynamical method for accomplishing this is well analyzed in the non-318

linear dynamics literature. It rests on the fact that as the observed quantities319

move from some time t−τ to time t, they depend on all of the state variables320

S(r, t) as seen in Equation (6). Using time delays of the observed regional321

variables provides us the desired information on the unobserved state vari-322

ables.323

This suggests creating a DE-dimensional time delay embedding space Tak-324

ens (1981); Eckmann and Ruelle (1985); Sauer et al. (1991); Abarbanel325

(1996); Kantz and Schreiber (2004) with vectors of dimension DTD = DRDE326

TD(t) = [O(R, t),O(R, t− τ),O(R, t− 2τ), ...,O(R, t− (DE − 1)τ ]. (12)

This vector of time delays depends only on the observed quantities in the327

region labeled by R and their time delays. It is through those time delays328

that TD inherits information about the dynamics outside the region R.329

Using this time delay vector in the observed dynamics gives us330

O(R, n + 1) = O(R, n) +

fR(TD(n),χ) +
h

2

[
[F(R, n), 0] + [F(R, n + 1), 0]

]
. (13)

It is useful to write this in components. The O(R, t) are DR dimensional331

O(R, t) = {Oα(t)}; α = 1, 2, ..., DR. The dynamical map for the regional332
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observables becomes333

Oα(n + 1) = Oα(n) +

fα(TD(n),χ) +
h

2

[
[F(R, n), 0] + [F(R, n + 1), 0]

]

α

. (14)

This informs us that we will need a representation for each of the DR334

components of the observed regional variables. The DDF parameters we need335

to estimate using the observed data now include χ = {wαq, cαj, σ, B, DE, Th}.336

3 Estimating χ by Minimizing C(χ)337

The O(R, t) are DR dimensional O(R, t) = {Oα(t)}; α = 1, 2, ..., DR. The338

dynamical map for the regional observables is339

Oα(n + 1) = Oα(n) +

fα(TD(n),χ) +
h

2

[
[F(R, n), 0] + [F(R, n + 1), 0]

]

α

TD(t) = [O(R, t),O(R, t− τ), ...,O(R, t− (DE − 1)τ ]. (15)

To estimate the parameters χ in the DDF forecasting function, we form340

the cost function C(χ) and minimize this objective function with respect to341

the elements of χ = {wαq, cαj, R, B, τ = hTh, DE}.342

C(χ) =

NO∑

Nc+1

{
[O(n + 1)−O(n)− f(TD(n),χ)

−h

2

[
[F(R, n), 0] + [F(R, n + 1), 0]

]}2

. (16)

In Equation (16)343

fα(TD(n),χ) =
Nc∑

q=1

wαqψ((TD(n)−TDc(q))2, σ) +

DR∑

j=1

cαjOj(n) (17)

Even though we can choose any RBF for ψ, the C(χ) is always linear in344

the weights wαq, cαj, enabling the use of the linear algebra of Ridge Regression345

or Tikhonov regularization in estimating them.346
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The other elements of χ enter the minimization of C(χ) nonlinearly.347

There are many excellent ways to search for values for these using ideas noted348

in the Appendix. We utilized a rather coarse grained grid search to identify349

good forecasts, then refined the search in those regions. This works well, as350

the results we present below demonstrate. Nonetheless, we recommend more351

efficient methods. Again, see the Appendix.352
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Figure 1: Overall Scheme of Regional DDF Forecasting in the context of the
SWE. Red dots are grid points of the overall dynamical system, Eq. (3).
Blue dots are the location of the“regional sensors” where fluid height ζ(r, t)
and fluid velocity v(r, t) = {v1(r, t), v2(r, t)} are recorded. If there are NR

regional sensor points then there are DR = 3NR regional measured time
series. The spatial locations for the sensors are denoted R; these are the
blue locations on the grid. In this Figure nx × ny = 30; NR = 7. In this
example there would then be DR = 3NR = 21 observed regional time series
out of DG = 3(nx × ny) = 90 global time series. DR < DG.
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Figure 2: Shallow Water Equations on a (nx = 10)× (ny = 10) grid. DG =
3(nx × ny). Red dots are grid points of the overall global dynamical system,
Eq. (3), a set of Shallow Water Equations on a β plane. Blue dots are
the location of the ”regional sensors” where fluid height ζ(r, t) and fluid
velocity v(r, t) are recorded. There are (Nx = 3) × (Ny = 3) = 9 regional
sensor locations in this example, and DR = 3(Nx ×Ny) = 27 measured time
series. The spatial locations of the sensors are denoted R; these are the blue
locations on the grid. In this Figure nx × ny = 100, and DG = 3(nx × ny) =
300. We have 27 observed regional time series out of 300 global time series.
DR < DG.

4 Results from the Example of the SWE on353

a β Plane354

4.1 Clustered Sensor Region; 3x3 Corner355

The shallow water equations were solved using the method of Sadourny Sadourny356

(1975) with forcing, viscous dissipation, Coriolis forces, and Rayleigh friction357

as indicated in Equation (1). We used periodic boundary conditions.358

The global grid is nx = ny = 10, so we solved 300 ODEs to generate the359

time series for the state variables S(r, t) on this grid. A regional sub grid360

with Nx = Ny = 3 was selected, and on this regional subgrid we ‘measured’361

{u(R, t), v(R, t), ζ(R, t)} to form the DR = 27 dimensional observation vec-362

tors O(R, t). The regional sensor locations are shown in Figure (2). We363
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Figure 3: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9
locations, blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 corner location. The sensor region
is comprised of 9 locations, blue dots in Figure (8). We display the data and
the DDF forecast for the x-velocity u(1, 1, t). The time delay parameters
here are DE = 20, τ = 20∆t with ∆t = h = 0.1hr.
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Figure 4: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9
locations, blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 corner location. We display
the data and the DDF forecast for the y-velocity v(1, 1, t). The time delay
parameters here are DE = 20, τ = 20∆t with ∆t = h = 0.1hr.
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Figure 5: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9
locations, blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 corner location. We display the
data and the DDF forecast for the fluid height ζ(1, 1, t). The fluid rest height
is H0 = 50m. The time delay parameters here are DE = 20, τ = 20∆t with
∆t = 0.1hr.
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Figure 6: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9
locations, blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 corner location. We display
the data and the DDF forecast for the x-velocity u(1, 1, t). τ = 20∆t with
∆t = h = 0.1hr. Top Panel DE = 10 Bottom Panel DE = 15. The
results with DE = 20 are in Figure (3).
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Figure 7: SWE on a 10× 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9 locations,
blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 corner location. We display the data and the DDF
forecast for the fluid height ζ(1, 1, t). The fluid rest height is H0 = 50m. τ = 20∆t

with ∆t = h = 0.1hr. Top Panel DE = 10 Bottom Panel DE = 15.The results
with DE = 20 are in Figure (5).
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generated NO = 15, 000 time steps of size 0.1 hr. Nc = 1000 centers were se-364

lected from these data.These were used in a Polynomial plus Gaussian RBF,365

Equation (8). 1000 hr of these data were used to train the RBF representa-366

tion of the discrete time flow vector field, the 500 hr of forecasts were made367

of the 9 regional state variables.368

In the estimation of the parameters we found B = 1.0 x10−9, R = 1.0 x369

10−6, so σ ≈ 707, DE = 20 and τ = 20h = 2hr gave the best forecasts. See370

Figure (3), Figure (4), and Figure (5) for the data and the DDF Forecast for371

u(1, 1, t), v(1, 1, t), and ζ(1, 1, t) with DE = 20.372

We note that values of the embedding dimension 10 ≤ DE ≤ 20 gave373

forecasts of more or less equal quality. In Figure (6) and then Figure (7) we374

display the x-velocity u(1, 1, t) for DE = 10 and DE = 15 respectively, and375

then ζ(1, 1, t) for DE = 10 and DE = 15 respectively.376
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State Variable DE RMS Error
u(1,1,t) 10 0.034 m/s
u(1,1,t) 15 0.028 m/s
u(1,1,t) 20 0.02 m/s
ζ(1, 1, t) 10 0.37 m
ζ(1, 1, t) 15 0.37 m
ζ(1, 1, t) 20 0.32 m

Table 2: 3x3 Corner example, Figure (2). RMS error in DDF forecasting of
the state variable u(1, 1, t) and ζ(1, 1, t) as we vary DE. These are evaluated
in the prediction region; N = 5000 h = 500 hr.

The RMS error is evaluated as377

RMS(u) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑

n=1

[
uData(1, 1, n)− uDDF (1, 1, n)

]2

m/s,

RMS(ζ) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑

n=1

[
ζData(1, 1, n)− ζDDF (1, 1, n)

]2

m, (18)

and the results are in Table 2.378

In the underlying mathematical theorem associated with time delay em-379

bedding Takens (1981); Eckmann and Ruelle (1985); Sauer et al. (1991);380

Abarbanel (1996); Kantz and Schreiber (2004) there is no restriction on the381

time delay τ . From a geometrical result one knows that if the dimension382

of TD(n), namely DE is large enough, then the unprojection we wish to383

achieve is accomplished. The results of Sauer et al. (1991) indicate that if384

the dimension is larger than 2DA + 1, with DA the information dimension of385

the strange attractor, the unprojection will work. We do not know the DA386

of the global SWE model, but if it is near 300 or so, then DE ≈ 10− 20 is a387

consistent with this.388

In the next Figures, we compare the DDF regional forecasts with the389

‘data’ comprised of the solutions to the 300 SWE ODEs at the regional grid390

points. In this first set of results, we choose the sensor region to be comprised391

of small clusters of sites.392

In Figure (3) we display the x-velocity u(1, 1, t) at the regional grid loca-393

tion (1,1) as forecast by the DDF dynamics trained as indicated. In Figure394
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(4) we make the same comparison for the y-velocity v(1, 1, t) at the (1,1)395

regional grid location. In Figure (5) the same comparison is made for the396

height of the fluid ζ(1, 1, t). The height of the fluid when at rest is H0 = 50m.397

4.2 Region With Sparse, Distributed Sensors398

In the next set of outcomes for DDF regional forecasting, we now select our399

sensors to be disperesed over the ‘global’ region. Figure (8) shows ten sensors400

dispered among the 100 grid locations of the global dynamical regime. The401

senor locations were selected at random among the 100 possible sites available402

on the ‘global’ grid. The main purpose of this example is to demonstrate that403

the sensor sites where {v1(R, t), v2(R, t), ζ(R, t)} are observed, in the SWE404

example, need not all be contiguous.405

The sucess of DDF forecasting using sensors in broadly dispered sensor406

region R suggests one could use the strategy to forecast in a quite broad407

geographical sub-region of a global dynamical system.408

4.3 Off Center; 2x2 Region409

Our final example is a 2x2 subregion randomly selected to be off center in410

the global 10x10 grid. This is shwon in Figure (12).411
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Figure 8: Sparse Regional Sensor Locations. SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The
sensor region, indicated by blue dots, is comprised of 10 locations selected at
random among the 100 global grid points.
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Figure 9: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 10
locations, blue dots in Figure (8), selected at random among the 100 global
grid points. We display the data and the DDF forecast for the x-velocity
u(8, 1, t). The time delay parameters here are DE = 20, τ = 17h; h = 0.1hr.
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Figure 10: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 10
locations, blue dots in Figure (8), selected at random among the 100 global
grid points. We display the data and the DDF forecast for the y-velocity
v(5, 5, t). The time delay parameters here are DE = 20, τ = 17∆t with
∆t = 0.1hr.
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Figure 11: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 10
locations, blue dots in Figure (8), selected at random among the 100 global
grid points. We display the data and the DDF forecast for the fluid height
ζ(6, 3, t). The fluid rest height is H0 = 50m. The time delay parameters here
are DE = 20, τ = 17∆t with ∆t = 0.1hr.
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Figure 12: SWE global 10x10 grid. Regional grid is 2x2 and is located off
center within the global grid.
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Figure 13: SWE on a 10× 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 4 loca-
tions, blue dots in Figure (8), in a 2x2 off center location. The sensor region
is comprised of 4 locations, blue dots in Figure (8), in a 2x2 off center loca-
tion. We display the data and the DDF forecast for the x-velocity u(5, 7, t).
The time delay parameters here are DE = 20, τ = 17∆t with ∆t = 0.1hr.
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Figure 14: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 4
locations, blue dots in Figure (8), in a 2x2 off center location. We display
the data and the DDF forecast for the y-velocity v(5, 7, t). The time delay
parameters here are DE = 20, τ = 17∆t with ∆t = 0.1hr.
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Figure 15: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 4
locations, blue dots in Figure (8), in a 2x2 off center location. We display
the data and the DDF forecast for the fluid height ζ(5, 7, t). The fluid rest
height is H0 = 50m. The time delay parameters here are DE = 20, τ = 17∆t
with ∆t = 0.1hr.
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Figure 16: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 4
locations, blue dots in Figure (8), in a 2x2 off center location. We display
the data and the DDF forecast for the fluid height ζ(6, 8, t). The fluid rest
height is H0 = 50m. The time delay parameters here are DE = 20, τ = 17∆t
with ∆t = 0.1hr.
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5 Addressing Noisy Data412

Our twin experiment examples using ‘global data’ from a shallow water flow413

have heretofore implicitly assumed we had data with a very high signal to414

noise ratio. In this section we take these very clean data and add Gaussian415

noise before constructing a DDF model of the regional dynamics.416

We used the 10x10 SWE data and focused on the 3x3 corner region. For417

each of the 27 time series in this region we added Gaussian noise with zero418

mean and variance Sσ2

O. σ2

O is the variance of the signal O(R, t) in the419

sensor region. In this configuration the signal to noise ratio is S/N = 1/S or420

in dB S/N = 10 log10[1/S]. For small S the data is essentially noise free, as421

S approaches and exceeds unity, the noise level slowly overcomes the signal.422

In Figure (17) we show the y-velocity v(1,1,t), data and DDF Forecast423

for S = 0.001. In Figure (18) the fluid height ζ(1, 1, t) for the same noise424

level is shown as the data and the DDF Forecast.425

In Figure (19) we display the the y-velocity v(1, 1, t)) data and DDF426

Forecast when S = 0.01, and in Figure (20), the data and DDF Forecast for427

the fluid height ζ(1, 3, t) are shown when S = 0.1.428

As S is increased beyond this, we see significant degradation in the DDF429

Forecast relative to the data. In Figure (21) S is now unity, and the DDF430

Forecast, as can be seen has become much less accurate. This noise level431

corresponds to a signal to noise ratio of 0 dB.432

We summarize the robustness to added noise in the data in Figure (22)433

where the RMS error in the x-velocity is shown for the range of noise level S434

we considered.435
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Figure 17: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9
locations, blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 off corner location. We display
the y-velocity u(1,1,t) data and DDF forecast. S = 0.001; S/N = 30 dB.
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Figure 18: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9
locations, blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 off corner location. We display
the fluid height ζ(1, 1, t) data and DDF forecast. S = 0.001; S/N = 30 dB.
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Figure 19: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9
locations, blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 off corner location. We display
the y-velocity v(1,3,t) data and DDF forecast. S = 0.01; S/N = 20 dB.
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Figure 20: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9
locations, blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 off corner location. We display
the xfluid height ζ(1, 3, t) data and DDF forecast. S = 0.1; S/N = 10 dB.
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Figure 21: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9
locations, blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 off corner location. We display
the x-velocity u(3,2,t) data and DDF forecast. S = 1; S/N = 0 dB. At S =
1 the DDF Forecast has degraded substantially.
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Figure 22: SWE on a 10 × 10 grid. The sensor region is comprised of 9
locations, blue dots in Figure (2), in a 3x3 off corner location. We display the
RMS error in the x-velocity as a function of S over the range we considered.
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6 Summary and Discussion436

6.1 General Remarks437

We have introduced a method for building a nonlinear discrete time fore-438

casting system for observed state variables in geophysical dynamical settings439

where the underlying model of the dynamics is not known. The method re-440

lies on observed data to train model parameters in a representation of the441

unknown dynamical rules. Time series of the data are considered as samples442

of the distribution in state space visited by the trajectories of the selected443

physical variables, and the representation of the vector field of the dynamical444

flow uses well tested interpolating basis functions to give information among445

the observed samples.446

The method for representing the unknown dynamics of the physical flow447

adopted in our work uses weighted linear combinations of radial basis func-448

tions (RBFs) Hardy (1971); Micchelli (1986); Broomhead and Lowe (1988);449

Schaback (1995); M. D. J. (2002); Buhmann (2009), and the estimation of the450

weights is a linear algebra problem. This linear algebra operations require451

a Tikhonov regularization, also known as ridge regression Gruber (1998);452

Press et al. (2007); van Wieringen (2021). These methods and algorithms453

implementing them are well tested and widely discussed in the literature.454

Selection of observations in a region means that the full state space of the455

dynamics is not sampled. This entails a projection from the full state space456

to the subspace of selected observables. Construction of an equivalent state457

space to the unknown physical state space is, in effect, an unprojection from458

the observed subspace. This is accomplished using time delay embedding459

widely analyzed in the nonlinear dynamics literature Takens (1981); Eckmann460

and Ruelle (1985); Sauer et al. (1991); Abarbanel (1996); Kantz and Schreiber461

(2004).462

The Physics of using time delays comes from the fact that the temporal463

evolution of the observed state variables depends on the full set of (unknown)464

state variables; see Equation (3) and Equation (4). Over a time delay the465

full set of state variables is in operation, and the information about the466

unobserved state variables is conveyed to the observed variables through this467

feature of the dynamics.468

The use of time delay embedding introduces at least two additional quan-469

tities to be estimated by data: the value of the time delay τ = hTh and the470

number of required time delays DE. If there are many time scales in the471
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physical system of interest, many time delays maybe useful along with differ-472

ent numbers of delayed observables DE Judd and Mees (1995); Hirata et al.473

(2006).474

These considerations led us to formulate the DDF task for forecasting475

the future of DR dimensional observed state variables O(R, t) located in a476

spatial region R as477

O(R, n + 1) = O(R, n) +

fR(TD(n),χ) +
h

2

[
[F(R, n), 0] + [F(R, n + 1), 0]

]
. (19)

The O(R, t) are DR dimensional O(R, t) = {Oα(t)}; α = 1, 2, ..., DR.478

The dynamical map for the regional observables, written in components, is479

seen to be480

Oα(n + 1) = Oα(n) +

fα(TD(n),χ) +
h

2

[
[F(R, n), 0] + [F(R, n + 1), 0]

]

α

. (20)

in which TD(tn) = TD(n) are time delay vectors of dimension DEDR481

TD(t) = [O(R, t),O(R, t− τ),O(R, t− 2τ), ...,O(R, t− (DE − 1)τ)], (21)

and χ = {wαq, cαj, σ, B, DE, Th}; τ = hTh.482

As noted this implies that a representation of the vector field for the483

flow of each observed quantity is required. We recognize that depending484

on the number of state variables one chooses to observe and the number of485

geographical locations at which one observes them, the computational burden486

required for DDF forecasting may increase substantially. It is unlikely to487

match the requirements for a full scale regional or global model as presently488

implemented.489

The regional forcing of the system is given as F(R, tn) = F(R, n). The490

external forcing must be given in a DDF formulation just as it is required491

when we present a detailed physical model of the dynamics Roeckner et al.492

(2003); Staff (2021).493

It is important that the forcing driving the global dynamics enters in an494

additive fashion in many physical systems, fluid dynamics among them, so495

the intrinsic properties of the global or regional system is separated from the496
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forces that drive the system into motion. Once the intrinsic aspects of the497

dynamics is encoded in the representation of the required flow vector fields,498

it should respond to any presentation of forcing as does a detailed model of499

the dynamical system.500

6.2 The Specific Results in this Paper501

In the example of DDF regional forecasting we investigated in this paper we502

took as our global dynamics the PDEs of shallow water flow realized on a503

rectangular mid-latitude plane. Clearly this is a useful but major reduction504

in complexity compared to the collection and set of data from real field505

observations. We have found it instructive to begin in this manner, and the506

results illustrate the issues to be encountered in a practical application of the507

formulation.508

In this framework we demonstrated in a number of scenarios that ob-509

servations of a subset of ‘global’ shallow water flows can be use to build a510

discrete time flow O(R, t) → O(R, t + h) allowing for accurate forecasting511

beyond a temporal domain where data has been previously collected.512

We also noted that in the choice of time delay embedding parameters513

{DE, τ = Thh} there is a range of DE over which excellent forecasting can514

be achieved.515

By adding Gaussian noise to the SWE data, we found a rather robust516

ability to make accurate DDF Forecasts in a region of the ‘global’ model517

until about S = 1, or 0 dB signal to noise.518

6.3 Looking Forward519

In investigating the examples we presented we were required to generate our520

own data, performing what is often called a twin experiment Abarbanel (2022)521

at a choice of grid points used to approximate solutions to the SWE PDFs.522

As one proceeds to using our results to guide DDF weather forecasting, at no523

stage do we approximately solve some physical PDEs on a grid of some spatial524

resolution, we have no restrictions on where the regional measurements may525

be performed.526

Equally important to note is that the information about the actual dy-527

namics of the overall system of interest are not encoded into physical prop-528

erties of a model such as effective viscosities at a selected spatial resolution529

or parametrizations of sub-grid scale dynamics, etc.530
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The observed information is now located in the estimated parameters χ of531

the vector field representations and in the time delay reconstruction of a space532

equivalent to the full state space of the system. That is, the information in533

the data remains as it was, but it is redistributed to a different representation534

of the global dynamics than is encountered in the physical equations of the535

global problem.536

In working with observed data, there are no grid points. These are only537

introduced to aid in the solution of the PDEs of a physical model. The538

locations where one sets out sensors are totally up to the users. The discrete539

time predictive models of observed quantites summarized in Equation (15)540

are built with out concern for the spatial resolution of grid points in a physical541

model, without specifying the dynamics of subgrid scale quantities, such as542

cloud dynamics, and setting aside similar concerns in the formulation of543

detailed models of the atmosphere and ocean.544

As we pointed out earlier, the gains in using DDF models, must be rec-545

ognized as having been achieved by relinquishing many of the details about546

earth systems processes that are captured by detailed physically based PDEs547

for earth systems processes. In DDF only the observed state variables can548

be forecast. When that is what actually wishes to know, it provides another549

way to sample data on observed quantities and forecast them.550
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7 Appendix555

7.1 Performing DDF on Observed Data556

The purpose of this section is to provide the reader with more detail on how557

the implementation of DDF works in practice and to identify what steps558

would need to be taken by the reader in order to implement DDF to fit their559

own data, observed or numerically generated for a twin experiment. Clearly560

the first step is to collect the data, and we assume that is where we start.561

In order to implement DDF some choices must be made, the first choice562

will be in selecting a function representation of the flow vector field. We have563

tested Taylor Series Representations, RBF’s, and RBF’s plus polynomial.564

While the best choice will be dependent upon the system being studied,565

we’ve found general success with various representations.566

In the coming sections we’ll discuss different options and offer some guid-567

ance on choosing a representation for a data set. After choosing a function568

representation, we must choose a way to select centers for the RBF’s, choose569

an appropriate time delay embedding dimension and time delay, and finally570

perform a hyper parameter search.571

7.2 Designing a Representation of the Discrete Time572

Flow Vector Field573

To start every problem in DDF we must first choose a function representa-574

tion, f(S(r, tn),χ), for the data set we are studying. The way we choose to575

represent vector fields for a discrete time map will have the largest impact on576

the predictive power of DDF, we’ve found that this choice carries far more577

weight than a good choice of hyper-parameters or an apt selection of centers.578

This paper has only focused on the use of RBF’s, specifically the Gaussian579

RBF plus the first order polynomial of each observed dimension. For the580

shallow water flow data we found that using using polynomial terms in our581

f(S(r, tn),χ) representation to match the polynomial terms in the actual582

SWEs and letting the Gaussian RBF’s capture the rest of the behavior of583

the SWEs works quite well.584

We will go on to discuss more details of RBF’s, we want to note that585

other choices exist; these choices include but are not limited to Multilayer586

Perceptrons, Hermite Interpolation, or any other numerical tool for interpo-587

lation. One item to keep in mind is that the RBF expansion is linear in the588
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RBF weights, allowing us to use linear algebra to estimate them.589

7.2.1 Choosing a Radial Basis Function590

The Radial Basis Function (RBF) was invented by Hardy Hardy (1971) for591

interpolation among observed samples of a function of multivariate variables.592

There is now an extensive literature on RBF’s and their effectiveness as593

interpolation functions. In this literature, many different choices for the594

form of the RBF have been found to work Hardy (1971); Micchelli (1986);595

Broomhead and Lowe (1988); Schaback (1995); M. D. J. (2002); Buhmann596

(2009).597

The parameters in our choice of RBF f(TD(r, n),χ), appearing in Equa-598

tion (14), are estimated as follows599

The O(R, t) are DR dimensional O(R, t) = {Oα(t)}; α = 1, 2, ..., DR.600

The dynamical map for the regional observables is601

Oα(n + 1) = Oα(n) +

fα(TD(n),χ) +
h

2

[
[F(R, n), 0] + [F(R, n + 1), 0]

]

α

TD(t) = [O(R, t),O(R, t− τ),O(R, t− 2τ), ...,O(R, t− (DE − 1)τ ].(22)

To estimate the parameters χ we minimize the objective function with602

respect to χ.603

C(χ) =

NT∑

Nc+1

{
[O(n + 1)−O(n)− f(TD(n),χ)

−h

2

[
[F(R, n), 0] + [F(R, n + 1), 0]

]}2

. (23)

In Equation (23)604

fα(TD(n),χ) =
Nc∑

q=1

wαqψ((TD(n)−TDc(q))2, σ) +

DR∑

j=1

cαjOj(n) (24)

Even though we can choose any RBF for ψ, the C(χ) is always linear in605

the weights wαq, cαj, enabling the use of the linear algebra of Ridge Regression606

or Tikhonov regularization in estimating them.607
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In working with our example of the SWE, we found that the Gaussian608

RBF ψG((TD(n) − TDc(q))2 plus (1st order) polynomials in TD(n) to be609

more effective than ψG((TD(n)−TDc(q))2 alone.610

To have a simplified notation for solving the regularized linear algebra611

problem, let us call612

Y(n) = O(n + 1)−O(n)− h

2

[
[F(R, n), 0] + [F(R, n + 1), 0]

]
, (25)

the vector of RBF coefficients,613

P = {wαq, cαj}, (26)

and the RBF + Polynomial terms are the matrix M.614

Then the regularized cost function is given by Press et al. (2007)615

CB(χ) =
∑

n

[
Y(n)−PM(n)

]2

+ BPTP. (27)

T indicates the transpose.616

The minimization of CB(χ) with respect to P, gives us the regularized617

solution618

P = Y ·MT 1

(MMT + BI)
. (28)

After we introduce time delay embedding, the DDF parameters are χ =619

{wαq, cαj, σ, B, Th, DE}.620

7.2.2 Including Polynomial Terms in Eq. (24)621

In this paper we have found the most effective representation for SWE to622

be RBF representations with the inclusion of a polynomial term; the poly-623

nomial terms are in the TD(n). We retain only first order terms in this624

paper Schaback (1995); M. D. J. (2002).625

With a general set of observations where we might have no particular in-626

sight into the dynamics, one should add the polynomials present in a general627

formulations of the problem Schaback (1995); M. D. J. (2002).628
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7.2.3 How to choose Centers629

The choice of centers, TDc(q) vector in the RBF, will be dictated by the630

data points in the training set.631

We had initial success taking every nth data point in the training window632

to be a center, this method is quick, but it may poorly saturate regions of633

low density and is prone to overlapping centers and to leaving empty space.634

We recommend taking the approach of trying to saturate all important635

areas of space densely with centers to provide DDF with the most accurate636

update rule in those regions. With this in mind, we have opted to use K-637

means clustering to choose our centers for us. While there may be more638

advanced strategies, we have found K-means to work well enough, and we639

used it in finding all of the results in the present paper Du and Swamy (2006).640

Another aspect to consider is the number of centers. The general rule641

of thumb is that more centers is better, but this comes at the cost of both642

memory and computational time. For the results in this paper, typically643

around 1000 centers were used.644

One strategy could be to do preliminary testing with fewer centers and645

increase the number of centers. The fewer centers one can get by with, the646

better, as they will dramatically improve the computational time using the647

DDF map over the use of excessive centers.648

7.2.4 Time Delay Embedding (TDE)649

When studying physical systems, it is often very difficult or completely im-650

possible to measure all observable quantities of the system. There is in-651

formation that is lost in these unobserved quantities that must be recap-652

tured through the use of time delay embedding. When studying the sub-653

regions of the shallow water flows as global data or some region of the at-654

mosphere/oceans, we take full advantage of TDE in DDF to recapture the655

dynamical information of the system.656

For the purpose of this paper, we took subregions of a grid generated by657

the SWE, and we required a choice of a time delay and dimension size for658

TDE.659

To find an effective number of time delay dimensions, DE, Taken’s Theo-660

rem guarantees that the attractor can be reconstructed in as little as 2DA +1661

where DA is the box counting fractal dimension dimension of the original662

state space. However, by calculating the number of false nearest neigh-663
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bors Abarbanel (1996) at each DE value, we can get an estimate of the664

ideal number of time delay dimensions. As this reconstruction proceeds, we665

eventually reach a point where the number of false nearest neighbors drops666

to a negligibly low number. This number of time delay dimensions serves as667

our estimate for DE.668

The time delay τ is conveniently taken to be a multiple of the observed669

temporal step h in the data collection. τ = Thh. Also the embedding dimen-670

sion DE for TD(t) is always an integer. So in minimizing the cost function671

C(χ) we must search a grid of integers {Th, DE} along with a search in672

continuous variables {wαq, B, σ2 = 1
2R
}.673

We do not need to separately forecast all components of TD(t). If we674

forecast only O(t), the remaining components are forecast as well. We do675

require the full time delay vectors in the arguments of the RBF.676

7.2.5 Finding the hyper-parameters R and B in χ677

When performing DDF we are faced with the choice of picking a good value678

for hyper-parameters that affect our training and forecasting. For the case679

of the Gaussian RBF we have to pick an R value for the coefficient in the680

exponent of the RBF and a B value for the regularization term in Ridge681

Regression. To find a good value of B and R, it is typically easiest to perform682

the brute force method of grid searching across orders of magnitude of R and683

B; once a good result is found, further sweeps can be conducted with greater684

precision if greater accuracy is desired. Alternatively, one method the reader685

could use would be to use a genetic algorithm to find a precise result after686

performing a wide grid sweep (this is discussed in the Future Improvements687

to DDF section under Differential Evolution).688

It is the experience of the authors that if a large grid sweep across many689

orders of magnitude of R and B fail to provide any good results that the690

next best course of action would be to take another look at the function691

representation and try something new. We typically start with a basic order692

of magnitude sweep for both B and R starting both values at 1e-8 and going693

up to 1e+1 (the best value for B and R are very data set dependent, so694

initial large sweeps are always necessary). If the function representation is695

not working well, or is a bad fit for the data, then our experience has taught696

us that it is a fruitless endeavour to keep grinding away at testing more and697

more hyper-parameter values.698
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7.3 Programming DDF699

We did all of our testing and programming in Python. Here we will offer700

a few, hopefully, helpful suggestions for the reader in performing their own701

DDF calculations as well as provide sample code.702

7.3.1 PreBuilt DDF Code in Python703

Here is a link to the code we used (written and tested in Python) that704

have been published in GitHub. It includes the python scripts and Jupyter705

Notebooks used to get the results in this paper, it also includes a few examples706

as well as some information as to how we solve the SWE to generate the data707

we use Clark708

7.3.2 Memory Management709

An important note to consider is the size of the matrices involved in training,710

for they can grow to the size of gigabytes. For example, the largest matrix711

involved in training is the M matrix consisting of all values of the RBF’s at712

all times, an N by Nc, can have a length of up to 25,000 data points with as713

many as 5,000 centers. Typically we use float64 for all our values resulting714

this matrix using 25, 000∗5, 000∗8/1e9 = 1 Gigabyte, then we’ll need another715

gigabyte for its transpose. This could be a limiting factor if one is running716

multiple tests in parallel on a CPU or on a cluster with limited storage.717

7.3.3 Parallelizing DDF718

This section serves less as a guide and more as a suggestion and an obvious719

disclaimer to take advantage of the ability to run DDF code in parallel. The720

grid searching method discussed in the ”Finding Hyper Parameters” section721

of the appendix lends itself very readily to parallel programming. Even the722

Differential Evolution method that is discussed in the Future Improvements723

to DDF section can have it’s trials ran in parallel. Note that a single trial of724

DDF doesn’t have much potential for parallel operations as the training is725

just matrix multiplication and the forecasting is a step by step process that726

relies of the result of the previous step’s calculation.727
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7.4 Future Improvements to DDF728

DDF isn’t perfect and there is still much left to be explored with this method.729

There are still many RBF’s that we never tested that could potentially work730

better than the Gaussian we’ve had success with. There are also smarter731

ways of choosing hyper-parameters other than brute force grid searching,732

such as using genetic algorithms like Differential Evolution.733

7.4.1 Centers and RBF’s734

We took for granted that the obvious choices for DDF worked out as well as735

they did, choosing Gaussian RBF’s and K-means clustering to put together736

our DDF experiments were ideas commonly used in the RBF literature Wu737

et al. (2012); however, they are far from the only good ideas there and others738

could possibly work better.739

The centers could also be chosen by emphasizing places where the first740

or second derivative are greatest; this idea could work well because it could741

saturate regions where not many data points exist. Sánchez A (1995)742

743

7.4.2 Differential Evolution744

Differential Evolution is a genetic algorithm that could be implemented into745

DDF to improve our ability to create DDF models of observed systems by746

more precisely picking out sets of hyper parameters. It works by initiating747

a parent set of hyper-parameters from a user defined uniform distribution.748

From there, new ”children” sets of hyper parameters are made from combin-749

ing the parents in a algorithmic way and comparing the new forecast that750

is made to the old one. A user defined cost function is used to compare the751

the children to their parents, as generations go by, parents will gradually752

be replaced by children until all the parents converge on a minimum in the753

cost function. If the user is able to define a clever cost function, they could754

get a result that hope to surpass those from simple grid searching. The full755

method is described in Storn and Price (1997).756
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